INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF THE EXCISED LESION IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM X-SCREEN®

X-SCREEN facilitates the localization of small lesions and microcalcifications contained in excisions by virtue of the radiopaque grid and alphanumeric coordinates impressed on the underside.

1) DEP. OF RADIOLOGY

Fill in the label attached to the X-SCREEN and send it with the patient to Surgery.*

2) DEP. OF SURGERY

Place the excision in the X-SCREEN and close it squeezing the edges together between two fingers running them around the complete perimeter; the cardboard on the bottom will absorb any physiological liquids present maintaining the excision in position; send it to Radiology.

3) DEP. OF RADIOLOGY

Without opening X-SCREEN X-ray the contents and forward it to the Pathology department together with the radiograph.

4) DEP. OF PATHOLOGY

Without opening X-SCREEN immerse it sideways into formalin whereupon the air will exit through the holes in the cover. After fixing the tissue proceed to localise the lesion to be examined using the visible coordinates on the X-ray.

N.B.: During the transport between departments keep the X-SCREEN horizontal; special transportation bags or devices are not necessary.

* X-SCREEN is available in two depths 1 and 3 cm. and is supplied alone or together with our breast localisation needle MAMMOREP.

A vertical support for lateral filming is also available.
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